
Changelog for Que Content Composer 

If you’re curious about what’s new and exciting in Que Content Composer, 

then here’s a quick overview of what you can expect to find… 

November 2020 

Two new exciting updates: 

Dragging and Reordering Content. You can now reorder the questions and 

prompts. 

Additional page sizes. A variety of page sizes have been added to export to 

in all formats. 

500 New Journal Prompts 

The first and most exciting change with Que Content Composer is that 

we’ve added 500 new writing and journal prompts. You can easily inspire 

your audience and encourage them to dig deep with these questions. 

As part of the 500 new prompts, we’ve added four new categories 

including… 

• Emotions > Grief 

• Self-Reflection > Mindfulness 

• Spirituality > Law of Attraction 

• Writing & Creativity > Creativity 

The following categories have also been updated with 50-100 new journal 

prompts, so you have plenty of fresh questions to share with your 

community…. 

• Self-Reflection > Goal Setting 

• Financial & Business > Business 

• Self-Reflection > Self-Esteem 

Over A Dozen Fonts 

Along with the additional prompts, more fonts have also been added. You 

can now choose between 14 fonts including standard ones (such as Arial 

and Georgia) as well as decorative ones (such as Precious and 

BlackChancery). 



To make it easy for you to use these fonts, they’ve been pre-loaded into the 

Que Content Composer software. But you’ll also find them available for 

download in your members’ area. This means you can use the fonts in 

Microsoft Word or PowerPoint as needed. 

Updated Margins 

The margin area has been updated as well. You can now make pages with 

margins that are much larger. If you’ve been converting your standard page 

into KDP size then the margins are going to make your job so much 

simpler! 

Increased Writing Lines 

Many of our users requested additional writing lines and we’ve listened! 

You can now set your writing prompts to feature up to 12 blank lines (or if 

you’re feeling daring, none at all!). 

 


